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What is Virtual Reality?

VR and rehabilitation

Challenges and opportunities



”Don’t sit too close to the tv!”



Now…



What 
is VR?



A new
Idea?

Stereoscope, 1861



A new
Idea?

‘Sensorama’, 
Morton Heilig (1962) Pygmalion’s Spectacles (1935)



Why is VR
different?



VR is
IMMERSIVE



It’s about 
presence



Slater, M. (2009). Place illusion and plausibility can lead to realistic behaviour in immersive virtual environments.

‘Presence’ According to Professor Mel Slater 

Three illusions



Three illusions
The Place Illusion

“The sense of being there"



Three illusions
The Plausibility Illusion
“It feels like it’s happening"

The Place Illusion
“The sense of being there"



The Place Illusion
“The sense of being there"

The Plausibility Illusion
“It feels like it’s happening"

Virtual Body-Ownership
“It feels like your body"

Three illusions





Immersion

Immersion provides the perceptual
system with enough sensory cues so 
that the sense of PRESENCE can be
achieved



What does this have to do with rehabilitation?2



Try to imagine that you are a brain…

The ‘brain in a vat’ hypothesis



Vision is a strong modality

That often ”dominates” the other senses



Rubber-hand illusion



Rubber-hand illusion






Vision 

dominates
Proprioception

= 
Intersensory Bias



VR-technology support the sensorimotor interplay

OrientationPosition Stereoscopic vision



VR Therapy
Psychology
& Psychiatry



Anxiety and PTSD



https://melcph.create.aau.dk/

Prof. Stefania Serafin
sts@create.aau.dk

https://melcph.create.aau.dk/
mailto:sts@create.aau.dk


Neurorehabilitation



Motivation

 Distraction from repetitive exercises
 Increased performance
 Increases exercise duration
 Increased adherence

Høeg, E.R et al. Buddy biking: a user study on social collaboration
in a virtual reality exergame for rehabilitation. Virtual 
Reality (2021). https://doi.org/10.1007/s10055-021-00544-z



”It’s just a fleshwound!”

Acute and Chronic
pain



VR and pain

Was it less painful for knights? Influence of 
appearance on pain perception (2017)

Unprotected arm Neutral arm Protected arm (chain mail)



VR and pain

Virtual reality as an adjunctive pain control during 
burn wound care in adolescent patients (2000), 
Hoffman HG et al



1996 2020

VR equipment
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What is VR?

VR and rehabilitation

Challenges and opportunities



What 
is VR?



Immersive VRNon- Immersive VR



Commercial
(non-specific)

Wii Fit Rehab system

Bespoke (tailored)
specific)



Taxonomy of VR-systems

Høeg, E. R et al. (2021). System immersion in virtual reality-
based rehabilitation of motor function in older adults: a 
systematic review and meta-analysis. Frontiers in Virtual Reality
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Distribution of publications
Non-immersive Immersive Unknown

49 out of 60 (82%)





VR sickness



VR sickness

High latency



Clinical challenges

 Larger studies
 Better quality of evidence
 Better control of risk of bias



Mirror therapy

 Motor learning

 Repetition of movement (non-repetitive feedback)

 “Mirror behavior” that is not possible in the real world



Engineering challenges &
opportunities



Thank 
you
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Videoes

”Your brain hallucinates your conscious reality” Professor Anil Seth, University of Sussex
https://www.ted.com/talks/anil_seth_how_your_brain_hallucinates_your_conscious_reality

”Galvanic Vestibular Stimulation” Assistant Professor Misha Sra, MIT Media Lab
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4SLrr62N2M

“McGurk effect” Professor Lawrence Rosenblum, University of California
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-lN8vWm3m0

”Science of Self – Rubber hand illusion” Dr. Lee Walsh, Neuroscience Research Australia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ASM12lpDDy0

https://www.ted.com/talks/anil_seth_how_your_brain_hallucinates_your_conscious_reality
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4SLrr62N2M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-lN8vWm3m0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ASM12lpDDy0
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